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ABSTRACT
We present a new Spitzer transit observation of K2−28b, a sub-Neptune (Rp = 2.45±0.28R⊕) orbiting
a relatively bright (Vmag = 16.06, Kmag = 10.75) metal-rich M4 dwarf (EPIC 206318379). This star
is one of only seven with masses less than 0.2 M known to host transiting planets, and the planet
appears to be a slightly smaller analogue of GJ 1214b (2.85± 0.20R⊕; Harpsøe et al. 2013). Our new
Spitzer observations were taken two years after the original K2 discovery data and have a significantly
higher cadence, allowing us to derive improved estimates for this planet’s radius, semi-major axis, and
orbital period, which greatly reduce the uncertainty in the prediction of near future transit times for
the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) observations. We also evaluate the system’s suitability for
atmospheric characterization with JWST and find that it is currently the only small (< 3R⊕) and cool
(< 600 K) planet aside from GJ 1214b with a potentially detectable secondary eclipse. We also note
that this system is a favorable target for near-infrared radial velocity instruments on larger telescopes
(e.g., the Habitable Planet Finder on the Hobby-Eberly Telescope), making it one of only a handful of
small, cool planets accessible with this technique. Finally, we compare our results with the simulated
catalog of the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) and find K2−28b to be representative of
the kind of mid-M systems that should be detectible in the TESS sample.
Keywords: planets and satellites: individual (K2−28b) – planets and satellites: fundamental parame-
ters – techniques: photometric
1. INTRODUCTION
In the four years since the end of the original Kepler
mission, the NASA K2 mission (Howell et al. 2014) has
sought to increase the known number of exoplanets or-
biting nearby low-mass stars. M dwarfs hosts, especially
mid to late M-dwarfs, are particularly advantageous for
detailed characterization studies as the small stellar ra-
dius, low stellar mass and low stellar temperature results
in a larger transmission signal, secondary eclipse depth,
and radial velocity for a given planet (Nutzman & Char-
bonneau 2008, Madhusudhan et al. 2014, Dressing &
Charbonneau 2015). Although these late type stars are
typically too faint for most optical radial velocity instru-
ments, they are accessible at red optical (Figueira et al.
2016) and infrared wavelengths (e.g., Mahadevan et al.
2012, Quirrenbach et al. 2012, Santerne et al. 2013) and
14 NASA Sagan Fellow
exhibit relatively large radial velocity signals due to their
smaller stellar masses. As demonstrated by the interest
in systems like GJ1214b and TRAPPIST-1 (Charbon-
neau et al. 2009; Howell et al. 2016; Gillon et al. 2017),
mid to late M dwarfs remain a key touchstone in our
quest to understand the nature and origin of planetary
systems.
In this study we focus on K2−28b, a sub-Neptune-sized
planet orbiting the M4 dwarf K2−28 (EPIC 206318379).
The planet was discovered in K2 Campaign 3 by Vander-
burg et al. (2016) and statistically validated by Hirano
et al. (2016). The host star has a mass of 0.20+0.09−0.10 M, a
radius of 0.28±0.03 R, and an effective temperature of
3290±90 K (Dressing et al. 2017a). It is one of only seven
stars with masses less than or equal to 0.2M known to
host transiting planets (16 planets in total), and with
Kmag = 10.75 it is the fifth brightest of these systems.
Hirano et al. (2016) reported a planet radius of 2.23±0.25
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2R⊕, an orbital period of 2.26 days, and an equilibrium
temperature of ∼500 K, based on a joint analysis of the
K2 data as well as ground-based follow-up transit ob-
servations made with the Simultaneous Infrared Imager
for Unbiased Survey (SIRIUS; Nagayama et al. 2003) on
the Infrared Survey Facility 1.4m telescope and the Mul-
ticolor Simultaneous Camera for studying Atmospheres
of Transiting exoplanets (MuSCAT; Narita et al. 2015)
on the Okayama 1.88 m telescope. More recently, Dress-
ing et al. (2017a) presented refined stellar properties for
a sample of low-mass K2 stars including K2−28 using
empirical relations from Newton et al. (2015), resulting
in an updated planet radius estimate of 2.30 ± 0.27 R⊕
(Dressing et al. 2017b). However, the 30 minute cadence
of the K2 data is poorly matched to its relatively short
one hour transit duration, and the current ground-based
transit observations from Hirano et al. (2016) have a rel-
atively low signal-to-noise ratio, making it difficult to
characterize the transit shape accurately.
We obtained a Spitzer transit observation of K2−28b
as part of an ongoing large program focused on follow-
up of new transiting planets detected by the K2
mission (GO 13052, PI Werner; this dataset ID is
ADS/Sa.Spitzer#62339840). Thanks to its short ca-
dence and long baseline, this Spitzer observation can in
principle significantly improve the planetary characteri-
zation and orbital ephemerides as compared to fits using
the K2 data alone (Beichman et al. 2016). An accu-
rate ephemeris is particularly important for atmospheric
characterization studies with space telescopes, as large
uncertainties in the predicted time of transit can sig-
nificantly increase the overheads associated with these
observations (Benneke et al. 2017). In this paper we
carry out a joint fit to the K2−28b transit data ob-
served by Spitzer and K2 in order to obtain improved
parameters for this system and evaluate its suitability
for future observations with the James Webb Space Tele-
scope (JWST), the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite
(TESS), and near-infrared radial velocity instruments.
In Section 2, we describe the observations. In Section
3, we explain the data reduction methods and present our
results. In Section 4, we discuss the implications of these
results for our understanding of this system as well as M
dwarf planetary systems in general, and we conclude in
Section 5.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND PHOTOMETRY
2.1. Spitzer 4.5 µm Photometry
K2−28 was observed by Spitzer on UT 2017 Febuary
11 for a total of 7.9 hours. The observation was made us-
ing the 4.5 µm bandpass of the Infra-Red Array Camera
(IRAC; Fazio et al. 2004). Images were obtained in sub-
array mode using the standard peak-up pointing method
in order to improve the initial placement of the star on
the array (Ingalls et al. 2012). The data consist of 14,208
frames with an exposure time of 2 s for each image.
The Spitzer photometry was extracted using a circu-
lar aperture following the methods described in Zhang
et al. (2017). We first estimated the sky background by
calculating the mean location of the fluxes in pixels lo-
cated more than twelve pixels away from the location
of the star, and subtracted this background from each
32×32 pixel image. We then used flux-weighted centroid-
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Figure 1. RMS of the Spitzer photometry versus bin size. The
solid black line shows the standard deviation of the residuals from
our best-fit solution as a function of bin size, and the dashed red
line is the predicted photon noise scaled as the square root of the
number of points in each bin. The scatter in the data is 1.25 times
the photon noise limit for the unbinned light curve, but decreases
to a value closer to the photon noise limit at the largest bin sizes.
ing to calculate the position of the star in each image, and
centered our photometric aperture at that position. We
considered 20 radii for our circular photometric aperture
ranging between 1.5 to 5.0 pixels. We also binned the
data before fitting, as previous studies have shown that
this minimizes the noise on longer timescales relevant for
the transit (e.g., Deming et al. 2015). We considered
bin sizes of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 90 and 120 points per
bin (i.e., 20-240 seconds). We determined the optimal
choices for the aperture radius and bin size by calculat-
ing the squared distance between the standard deviation
of the residuals from our best-fit solution versus bin size
and the predicted photon noise scaled as the square root
scale (Fig. 1). We found that we preferred a radius of
1.9 pixels and a bin size of 40 points (80 seconds) per
bin. After choosing the aperture radius and bin size, we
followed the same criteria and found that we obtained
the lowest scatter across all timescales when we trimmed
the first and last 2.1 hours of our observations.
Although this is a relatively large trim duration, we
found that these observations exhibited a time-varying
trend with an approximately quadratic shape, which
could be due either to uncorrected instrumental noise or
to stellar activity. Rather than fitting a quadratic func-
tion to our data, which can affect our estimates of the
transit depth (e.g., Agol et al. 2010), we instead opted
to keep our original linear function and fit over a smaller
segment of data. Our final trimmed light curve has a
total duration of 3.7 hours, which is still significantly
longer than the planet’s one-hour transit duration. We
see no evidence for correlated noise in the data on these
timescales, and achieve a scatter of 1.25 times the pre-
dicted photon noise limit.
2.2. K2 Photometry
We also re-analyzed the previously reported optical K2
data, which has an integration time of 30 minutes and
was obtained between UT 2014 November 15 and UT
2015 January 23 (Vanderburg et al. 2016). The total du-
3ration of this observation was 69 days, spanning 29 orbits
of the planet. We utilize the version of the K2 K2SFF
photometry provided by Andrew Vanderburg (Vander-
burg et al. 2016), which includes a correction for short-
term spacecraft systematics fit simultaneously with the
transits. The remaining structure in the photometry is
very likely due to long-term instrumental systematics.
We trimmed segments of this light curve centered on in-
dividual transit events, and considered baselines ranging
between 1.9 − 7.7 hours of data before the ingress and
after the egress of each event. We found that a baseline
of 3.4 hours on either side minimized the scatter in the
residuals from our fit to the phased light curve.
3. LIGHT CURVE ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
3.1. Spitzer Light Curve
Spitzer IRAC data exhibit systematic errors due to
intra-pixel sensitivity variations combined with telescope
pointing variations (e.g., Charbonneau et al. 2005). We
corrected for this effect using the pixel-level decorrelation
(PLD) method described in Deming et al. (2015). In this
study we utilized an updated version of this model (Ben-
neke et al. 2017), which treats this as a multiplicative
rather than an additive effect and removes the constant
term:
S(ti) =
∑9
k=1 wkPk(ti)∑9
k=1 Pk(ti)
+m · ti. (1)
Here, S(ti) is the flux measured in the ith image, ti is the
time from predicted transit center, Pk is the flux in each
pixel of a 3 × 3-pixel square array centered on the star,
wk sets the relative weight of each pixel in the model,
and m is a slope that accounts for temporal variations.
Although previous studies typically included the nine wk
variables as free parameters in the fit, we instead deter-
mined their values at each step of our fit using linear
regression. We found that this allowed our fits to con-
verge more quickly and reliably to the correct solution,
as these nine parameters were otherwise highly degen-
erate. This approach also has the added advantage of
reducing the number of free parameters in our model,
which is helpful for the global fit including the K2 data.
We noted that minimizing these parameters using linear
regression can lead us to underestimate the uncertainties
in our best-fit transit parameters. We tested the magni-
tude of this effect by carrying out a second version of the
fits in which these weights were included as free parame-
ters. We found that our final uncertainties on the transit
parameters for the Spitzer data varied by less than 5% in
this version, indicating that these weights did not con-
tribute significantly to the uncertainties in the transit
shape parameters.
We calculated the transit light curve model using the
Batman package (Kreidberg 2015), where we assumed
a circular orbit for the planet and fixed the period to
the value described in Hirano et al. (2016). We al-
lowed the planet-star radius ratio Rp/R∗, impact pa-
rameter b, semi-major axis ratio a/R∗, and center of
transit time T0 and the scatter σSpitzer to vary as free
parameters. We fixed the quadratic limb darkening co-
efficients (u1 = 0.0092, u2 = 0.1877) to band-integrated
values based on the Atlas stellar models from Sing (2010).
We selected limb-darkening parameters for a star with
Teff = 3500 K, log(g) = 5.00, and [M/H] = 0.20, which
are in reasonably good agreement with the published
parameters for K2−28 (Teff = 3290 ± 90 K, log(g) =
4.93 ± 0.24, and [M/H] = 0.208 ± 0.090 Dressing et al.
2017a). We also re-ran our fits with limb-darkening coef-
ficients for models 250 K hotter and log(g) 0.5 lower than
our nominal model, and with limb-darkening coefficients
calculated based on 1D Phoenix stellar model (Claret
et al. 2012) for a star with Teff = 3300 K and log(g) =
5.00, and found that our resulting transit shape param-
eters changed by less than 0.1σ. Although Sing (2010)
only provided limb darkening coefficients for stars hotter
than 3500 K, we conclude that our choice of limb darken-
ing coefficients does not appear to have a significant im-
pact on our results. We also allowed the limb darkening
coefficients to vary as free parameters and found best-fit
coefficients u1 = 0.57+0.92−0.40, u2 = 0.1+1.0−1.6. We therefore
conclude that the limb-darkening in the Spitzer band is
poorly constrained by our data, and fix these coefficients
to the model values in our fits.
We fitted the combined astrophysical and instrumen-
tal noise models to the Spitzer data using an ensemble
sampler Markov chain Monte Carlo method implemented
in the python package Emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al.
2013). In addition to the four transit shape parame-
ters listed above, our fit also included a linear slope and
allowed the photometric scatter σ to vary as a free pa-
rameter. We placed a Gaussian prior on a/R∗ to account
for independent constraints on the properties of the host
star. The value of this prior was calculated from Kepler’s
third law using the orbital period measured by Hirano
et al. (2016) and the stellar mass and radius reported
in Dressing et al. (2017a), with a relative width of 19%
that reflects the uncertainties in these parameters. Af-
ter an initial 1500 step burn-in with 60 walkers, we ran
the MCMC for an additional 2.7×105 steps, correspond-
ing to a minimum of 6 × 104 times the autocorrelation
length for each model parameter. Table 1 lists our best-
fit values and corresponding uncertainties for each model
parameter, as well as the stellar parameters that we used.
We found that our results of the astrophysical parame-
ters does not change over 1σ to the different choices of
aperture radius, bin size, and trim duration described in
§2. The transit time Tc changed by less than 1.4σ with
some choices of the trim duration, as it is more sensitive
than other parameters to the structure of the light curve.
3.2. K2 Light Curve
After carrying out an initial fit to the Spitzer data
alone, we next set out to incorporate constraints from
the K2 light curves. As discussed in §2.2, we first cor-
rected for temporal baseline variations in the K2 data
by fitting a linear model to 3.4 hours of baseline data
before the ingress and after the egress for each of the 29
individual transit events. We then divided each trimmed
transit segment by the best-fit linear model. Finally, we
combined the data into a single phased light curve us-
ing the ephemeris calculated from this analysis (Table
1). Because the 30 minute integration time of the K2
data is long relative to the one hour transit duration, we
used the “super-sample” option in Batman to calculate
the averaged light curve flux shape.
In the K2 fit we used the same set of four transit pa-
rameters (Rp/R∗, b, a/R∗, and T0) as in the Spitzer fits,
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Figure 2. Best-fit transit light curves calculated from a joint fit to both data sets (Section 3.3). (a) 4.5 µm Spitzer observation obtained on
UT 2017 Feb 11, shown with a bin size of 40 (∼80 seconds). Top panel: normalized Spitzer raw photometry (grey filled circles) and best-fit
model including both astrophysical and instrumental components (red line). Middle panel: Spitzer relative flux (grey filled circles) and the
best-fit transit light curve model (red line) after dividing out the instrumental model, with uncertainties set to the noise parameter σSpitzer.
Bottom: Fit residuals (data − model) binned to 200 points (400 seconds) per bin for display. (b) Phase-folded K2 transit observations
obtained between UT 2014 Nov 15 and UT 2015 Jan 23; the increased curvature in the transit shape relative to the Spitzer observations
is due to longer (30 minute versus 2 s) integration times, along with more prominent limb-darkening at optical wavelengths. Top panel:
systematic-corrected data (grey filled circles) and the best-fit transit light curve model (red), with uncertainties set to the noise parameter
σK2. Bottom panel: Fit residuals (data − model) binned to 5 points per bin for display.
but also included the orbital period P as an additional
free parameter. In these fits we defined T0 as the epoch
of the first transit observed by K2 (Vanderburg et al.
2016).
As before, we assumed a circular orbit and calculated
the K2 transit model using band-integrated quadratic
limb darkening coefficients calculated by Sing (2010). We
also allowed the noise in the K2 light curve to vary as a
free parameter, for a total of six free parameters. As in
the Spitzer fit, we also re-ran our fits with limb-darkening
coefficients for models 250 K hotter and log(g) 0.5 lower
than our nominal model, and again found that it had a
negligible effect on our results. Results from each indi-
vidual fit are listed in Table 1. We find that in the K2
data the RMS scatter of the residuals is 0.00040, while in
the Spitzer data binned on the K2 cadence (30 minutes)
the scatter is 0.00016, 40% lower than the K2 scatter.
3.3. Spitzer and K2 Joint Analysis
After fitting to the Spitzer and K2 data separately, we
finally carried out a joint fit including both the Spitzer
and K2 light curves.
In the joint version of the fits, we allowed Rp/R∗ to
vary separately in the Spitzer and K2 bands, and as-
sumed common values for the impact parameter b and
semi-major axis ratio a/R∗. We also fitted the orbital
period P and used the center of transit time T0 from
the previous K2 observation (Vanderburg et al. 2016) to
calculate the predicted transit center times for the indi-
vidual K2 transit events at each step in our fit. This ver-
sion of the fit includes a total of eight free parameters,
including four transit shape parameters (Rp/R∗Spitzer,
Rp/R∗K2, b, a/R∗,), the orbital ephemeris (P and T0),
and two noise parameters (σSpitzer, σK2). After an initial
2000 steps burn-in with 60 walkers, we ran the MCMC
for an additional 80000 steps, corresponding to a min-
imum of 9000 times the autocorrelation time for each
model parameter. Results from all the three versions of
the fits are listed in Table 1, and the joint fit results are
plotted in Figure 2.
4. DISCUSSION
Our new fits improve upon the previous K2 results in
two key areas. First, the significantly shorter integration
times of our Spitzer observations and the reduced effects
of stellar limb-darkening at long wavelengths allowed us
to better resolve the shape of ingress and egress, result-
ing in smaller uncertainties on Rp/R∗ and b, modestly
reduced the uncertainties on a/R∗, and decreased the de-
generacy between Rp/R∗ and the other two parameters.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of the 1D and 2D posterior
probability density functions for these three parameters
from the joint fit, the Spitzer-only fit, and the K2-only
fit. As shown in Table 1, the parameters b, P , and a/R∗
obtained from individual fits to each data set as well as
the joint fit are consistent to within 1σ. Our values for
Rp/R∗ measured in the Spitzer and the K2 bands also
agree to within 1.5σ (0.0047± 0.0031) in all cases. This
agreement among different wavelength provides a further
evidence that the transit signal is not a false positive due
to a blended stellar eclipsing binary (Desert et al. 2015,
Hirano et al. 2016). We also set Rp/R∗ equal in both
bands in a joint fit and found Rp/R∗ = 0.0800± 0.0021,
which is consistent with the results in each individual
band. We also confirmed that assuming a common value
for Rp/R∗ between the two bands did not change other
5Table 1
Transit Light Curves Analyses Results
Spitzer K2 Joint
Rp/R∗ (Spitzer) 0.0795+0.0023−0.0022 ... 0.0802± 0.0022
Rp/R∗ (K2) ... 0.0755+0.0038−0.0022 0.0788
+0.0034
−0.0030
b 0.66+0.11−0.22 0.50
+0.19
−0.27 0.68
+0.18
−0.09
Tc [BJD TDB] 2457796.26788+0.00047−0.00046 2456980.2503
+0.00039
−0.00037 2457796.26865
+0.00049
−0.00048
P [days] ... 2.260449± 0.000023 2.2604380± 0.0000015
a/R∗ 14.4+2.6−2.1 17.0
+2.1
−2.7 14.4
+1.7
−2.5
σSpitzer (151.7+8.8−8.1)× 10−5 ... (150.7+7.9−8.7)× 10−5
σK2 ... (40.2± 1.5)× 10−5 (40.2± 1.5)× 10−5
Rpa (Spitzer) [R⊕] 2.43± 0.28 ... 2.45± 0.28
Rpa (K2) [R⊕] ... 2.30+0.28−0.26 2.40± 0.28
aa [AU] 0.0187+0.0040−0.0034 0.0221
+0.0037
−0.0043 0.0187
+0.0030
−0.0039
(u1, u2) (Spitzer) (Fixed) (0.0092, 0.1877) ... (0.0092, 0.1877)
(u1, u2) (K2) (Fixed) ... (0.4572, 0.2876) (0.4572, 0.2876)
aStellar parameters: R∗ = 0.280 ± 0.031R, M∗ = 0.201 ± 0.096M, Teff = 3290 ± 90 K, log(g) = 4.93 ± 0.24, [M/H] = 0.208 ± 0.090,
and [Fe/H] = 0.332± 0.096 (Dressing et al. 2017a)
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Figure 3. Top plots: normalized 1D posterior probability density functions of parameters Rp/R∗, b and a/R∗. Bottom plots: 2D
probability contours for these same three parameters, with lines indicating the 1, 2, and 3σ limits. Results from the joint fit are shown as
solid red lines, the Spitzer-only fit as dashed blue line, and the K2-only fit as dash-dotted black lines. Here, Rp/R∗ (Spitzer) is shown for
the Spitzer-only results and the joint results, and Rp/R∗ (K2) is shown for the K2-only results.
transit shape parameters by more than 0.5σ. Second,
the longer baseline (2.24 years) of our new observations
results in an improved orbital ephemeris. Our joint fit re-
duces the uncertainty on the orbital period by more than
an order of magnitude as compared to previous results
(Hirano et al. 2016, Vanderburg et al. 2016). Hirano
et al. 2016 reported two sets of ephemerides, one from
K2 only, and another jointly fitting the K2 observation
as well as ground-based transit observations made nine
months later. The K2-only results predict a transit time
of our Spitzer observation that is 1.7 ± 1.0 hours earlier
than our measurement. The inclusion of ground-based
transit photometry improves the accuracy and precision,
giving a predicted transit time that is 10 ± 21 minutes
later than our measured time. We note that our fits uti-
lize an improved version of the K2 photometry provided
by Andrew Vanderburg (Vanderburg et al. 2016), which
appears to perform better than the version of the K2
photometry used in Hirano et al. (2016). Since Vander-
burg et al. 2016 didn’t estimate uncertainties on transit
parameters, we use the MCMC uncertainties from our
K2-only fit as a proxy. Using their ephemeris, the pre-
diction is only 4 ± 12 minutes later than our measured
time, so the precision improves by a factor of five. We
conclude that the quality of the K2 photometry can make
a significance difference in the precision of the original
orbital ephemerides (see Benneke et al. 2017 for another
example), but this difference is largely erased by the addi-
tion of follow-up transit observations with a significantly
longer baseline.
Our newly improved ephemeris will be essential for ef-
ficient scheduling of observations with JWST. If we con-
sider a hypothetical transit observation in mid-2019, and
if only the K2 results reported in Hirano et al. 2016
were available, there would be an 2.2-hour uncertainty
in the transit time. A reasonably conservative observ-
6ing plan would be to cover ±2σ in the predicted tran-
sit time, requiring 10 hours of JWST time to observe a
one-hour transit event. Even more worrying, the pre-
dicted time from the K2-only result would be 4.6 hours
earlier than our new updated estimate, indicating that
the actual transit would be centered just 0.2 hours after
the start of the observations (i.e., we would likely have
missed ingress). If we instead utilize our new ephemeris,
the uncertainty on the predicted transit time is only 1.5
minutes, and the corresponding ±2σ window is reduced
to ∼one hours, allowing us to reliably center the transit
in a 2− 3 hour observing window.
Although the inclusion of the new Spitzer transit ob-
servation allowed us to reduce the uncertainty in the
planet’s orbital period by more than an order of mag-
nitude, our updated estimates for the planet’s properties
also benefited from the use of refined stellar parameters
from Dressing et al. (2017a).
Using these refined stellar parameters and our joint
fit to the K2 and Spitzer light curves, we find that the
planet has a radius of 2.45±0.28R⊕ in the 4.5 µm Spitzer
band and 2.40±0.28R⊕ in the K2 band, and an effective
temperature of 590± 60K, assuming an albedo of 0.15±
0.15. These results agree with Hirano et al. (2016)’s value
of 2.32±0.24R⊕ within 1σ, although we prefer a modestly
larger planet radius.
As first pointed out by Hirano et al. (2016), K2−28b
is a particularly favorable target for transmission spec-
troscopy of small and cool planets. We evaluate the
uniqueness of this target by calculating the transmis-
sion and secondary eclipse signals for all of the currently
confirmed planets listed in the NASA Exoplanet Archive
with radii between 1−3 R⊕ orbiting M dwarfs with mag-
nitudes less than 12 in K-band, resulting in a comparison
sample of 34 planets. For transmission spectroscopy, we
assume that the atmosphere has a thickness of 2 scale
heights (Crossfield & Kreidberg 2017a) and assume a
hydrogen-dominated composition with a mean molecu-
lar weight of H2. For planets without measured masses,
we use the probabilistic mass-radius relation from Wolf-
gang et al. (2016) to estimate masses using the observed
radii, and assume an albedo of 0.15±0.15 when calculat-
ing their equilibrium temperatures. Our estimates show
that K2−28b has a scale height of∼0.01 of its radius, and
produces a transmission signal of ∼200 ppm, making it
the seventh best candidate for transmission spectroscopy
among the 34 selected planets.
Due to the apparent prevalence of clouds in the atmo-
spheres of smaller, cooler transiting planets (e.g., Cross-
field & Kreidberg 2017b), secondary eclipse observations
offer an important and complementary window into the
atmospheres of these planets (e.g., Morley et al. 2015;
Morley et al. 2017a). We select 26 planets predicted to
be colder than 600 K from the previous sample of 34
planets, and calculate their predicted secondary eclipse
depths assuming blackbody spectra for both the star and
the planet. As before, we assume an albedo of 0.15±0.15
when calculating the planet’s equilibrium temperature.
As shown in Figure 4, K2−28b has the second-deepest
eclipse depth in this sample after GJ 1214b, but orbits
a significantly fainter host star. We explore the favora-
bility of these two planets for secondary eclipse observa-
tions with JWST by calculating the predicted SNR for
single eclipse observations with the Mid-Infrared Instru-
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Figure 4. Estimated secondary eclipse depth vs. planet equilib-
rium temperature in wavelength 9– 11 µm for small (R⊕ < RP <
3R⊕) and cool (Teq < 600 K) planets orbiting bright (Kmag < 12)
M-dwarfs. K magnitudes for each star are indicated by the color
bar on the right. Points sizes represent planet radius. The error
bars of GJ 1214b and K2−28b were estimated using the JWST
ETC with the Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI) imaging mode in
the 10 µm band. Note that they are the measurement uncertain-
ties, not the astrophysical uncertainties.
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Figure 5. Predicted dayside emission spectra for K2−28b cal-
culated assuming solar C/O ratios, equilibrium chemistry, and no
clouds. We consider both the 1× and 100× solar metallicity cases,
as well as scenarios with either minimal or full recirculation be-
tween the day and night side hemispheres. We show the band-
integrated values for the 100× solar efficient recirculation case as
filled black circles, and estimate the corresponding uncertainties in
each band for a single eclipse observation using the online Exposure
Time Calculator for JWST’s MIRI instrument.
ment (MIRI) imaging mode in the 10 µm band using
the JWST ETC2. We note that GJ 1214b has been se-
lected by the MIRI instrument team as a JWST Cycle
1 target in exactly this mode, which is ideal for detect-
ing secondary eclipses of small, cool transiting planets.
We find a predicted secondary eclipse signal of 230±180
ppm for MIRI 10 µm observations of K2−28b, while GJ
1214b has a more favorable prediction of 700±80 ppm in
this band. However, we note that the presence of molec-
2 https://jwst.etc.stsci.edu
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Figure 6. Estimated radial velocity vs. planet equilibrium tem-
perature for small (R⊕ < RP < 3R⊕) and cool (Teq < 600 K)
planets orbiting bright (Kmag < 12) M-dwarfs. K magnitudes for
each star are indicated by the color bar on the right. Points sizes
represent planet radius.
ular features in the planet’s dayside emission spectrum
could increase the brightness temperature relative to the
blackbody prediction by a factor of 2− 3 in some bands,
perhaps making this planet detectible with a relatively
modest number of eclipse observations.
We explore this scenario in more depth using mod-
els of the thermal emission spectrum of K2−28b. These
models are calculated assuming radiative-convective and
chemical equilibrium using methods described in more
detail in Fortney et al. (2008); Morley et al. (2017b). All
models assume solar C/O ratios, equilibrium chemistry,
and are cloud-free. Figure 5 shows the resulting dayside
emission spectra for K2−28b assuming different atmo-
spheric metallicities and heat redistribution efficiencies.
We focus on the 100× solar metallicity case with effi-
cient recirculation, as planets of this size appear to have
relatively large core-mass fractions (e.g., Rogers 2015)
and planets cooler than approximately 1000 K have rela-
tively efficient day-night circulation patterns (e.g., Kam-
mer et al. 2015, Schwartz & Cowan 2015, Schwartz et al.
2017). In this scenario we find that the signal-to-noise ra-
tio for a single eclipse observation is highest in the MIRI
10 µm band, with a predicted secondary eclipse signal of
450 ± 180 ppm. This planet is currently the only small
(< 3R⊕) and cool (< 600 K) planet aside from GJ 1214b
with a potentially detectable secondary eclipse.
K2−28 is a mid-M dwarf with only one planet detected.
It has been suggested that planet formation around mid-
M dwarfs might be more efficient than around solar-type
stars, as 21+7−5 % of them host multiple planets with peri-
ods of less than 10 days (Muirhead et al. 2015). Although
there do not appear to be other transiting planets in the
K2-28 system, we can search for evidence of additional
non-transiting planets using radial velocity observations.
K2−28 is a good target for upcoming red-optical and
near-infrared RV measurements, as its spectrum peaks
at ∼ 0.9µm and K2-28b is expected to induce a rela-
tively large radial velocity signal. We determine the rel-
ative favorability of K2-28b for radial velocity follow-up
by comparing its predicted RV semi-amplitude to that of
the other 26 planets with radii between 1-3 R⊕ and pre-
dicted temperatures less than 600 K orbiting M dwarfs
with magnitudes less than 12 in the K-band. For plan-
ets without published mass measurements, we estimate
predicted masses using the probabilistic mass-radius re-
lation from Wolfgang et al. (2016). For K2−28b this
relation predicts a mass of 8 ± 2M⊕, corresponding to
a RV semi-amplitude of 11.7 ± 4.0 m/s. As shown in
Figure 6, K2−28b is one of the only three planets that
produce radial velocities greater than 10 m/s, and is the
smallest among them. Due to its relatively low bright-
ness, K2−28 is best observed by upcoming RV instru-
ments on large telescopes, such as the Habitable Planet
Finder on the Hobby-Eberly Telescope, and the Infrared
Doppler instrument for the Subaru Telescope, whose de-
sign precisions are between 1-3 m/s (Mahadevan et al.
2012, Kotani et al. 2014). We estimate an expected mea-
surement error of 0.3 m/s for K2-28b (Fig.6) assuming 20
measurements with a measurement error of 1 m/s ran-
domly distributed in orbital phase. We therefore con-
clude that this signal should be easily detectable for in-
struments that can achieve a precision of a few m/s for
this star.
One of the primary motivation for study planets
around mid-to-late-M dwarfs is to allow access to a pop-
ulation of small and cool planets that will not be oth-
erwise characterizable around hotter stars. Though K2
has surveyed over 300,000 stars up to date, K2−28b re-
mains one of only eight K2 planets around mid-to-late-
M stars. Among those systems, K2−28b is the small-
est and coolest planet orbiting a relatively bright host
star (Kmag < 11), and it is the brightest host star with
m∗ < 0.25 M in this band. In addition to considering
the sample of confirmed transiting planets by current sur-
veys, we also compare K2−28b with a simulated catalog
of planets from the upcoming TESS survey described in
Sullivan et al. (2015). Among the 1984 simulated planet
detections, 73% have radii between 1-3 R⊕; if we select
only the subset with predicted equilibrium temperatures
cooler than 590 K and magnitudes brighter than 10.75,
we find that TESS should detect 565 relatively bright
stars with small and cool planets orbiting. Among these
565 stars, 342 are M-dwarfs, and ∼73 are mid-to-late
M-dwarfs like K2−28.
K2−28 is a metal-rich star with a metallicity ([Fe/H])
of 0.332± 0.096 (Dressing et al. 2017a). It has been pre-
viously noted that mid-M dwarfs hosting planets with ra-
dius RP > 2R⊕ tend to be more metal-rich (Hirano et al.
2018). We independently reproduce this calculation us-
ing our revised radius measurement for K2−28b, and uti-
lizing all of the confirmed planets orbiting M dwarf later
than M3 identified in the NASA Exoplanet Archive. Af-
ter excluding systems without [Fe/H] measurements and
uncertainties, we obtain a sample of 15 stars and 28 plan-
ets. We find that stars hosting planets with RP ≤ 2R⊕
have an average metallicity of −0.103±0.001, while stars
hosting planets with RP > 2R⊕ have a metallicity of
0.104 ± 0.015, 11σ greater than the former group. We
therefore conclude that there continues to be strong ev-
idence for this correlation. Note that there may be de-
tection biases in this sample. Metal-rich stars are bigger
(see Fig 23 of Mann et al. 2015), so it’s harder to find
small planets orbiting metal-rich stars (e.g., Buchhave
et al. 2014). The correlation may be related to formation
8timescales. In this picture, metal-rich disks form more
massive cores earlier on, allowing the growing cores to
accrete a small amount of hydrogen gas.
With a radius of 2.45±0.28R⊕, K2-28b is very likely to
host a hydrogen-rich atmosphere with a mass equal to a
few percent of the planet’s total mass (Lopez & Fortney
2014, Rogers 2015), increasing its favorability for trans-
mission spectroscopy (Miller-Ricci et al. 2009). This ra-
dius is also consistent with the picture described in Ful-
ton et al. (2017) and Owen & Wu (2017), among others,
in which more highly irradiated planets tend to lose their
hydrogen-rich atmospheres while those at lower irradia-
tion levels are able to retain them, resulting in a bimodal
radius distribution for close-in planets. K2−28b’s radius
places it firmly on the large-radius side of this bimodal
distribution, as would be expected for a relatively cool
planet. K2−28b is an ideal system for testing this hy-
pothesis, as it is favorable for both infrared radial veloc-
ity mass measurements and atmospheric characterization
with JWST.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present a new 4.5 µm Spitzer transit
observation of the sub-Neptune K2−28b, which we com-
bine with previously published optical photometry from
K2. We carry out a simultaneous fit to both data sets
in order to derive improved estimates for the planet’s ra-
dius, semi-major axis and orbital ephemeris, allowing us
to predict transit times for this planet with a precision
of 1.5 minutes (1 sigma) during JWST ’s first year of
observation. We also consider the relative favorability of
this planet for atmospheric characterization with JWST
as compared to the sample of other small (< 3R⊕) and
cool (< 600 K) transiting planets confirmed to date. We
find that K2−28b and GJ 1214b are the only two plan-
ets in this sample with potentially detectible secondary
eclipses, and use atmosphere models for K2−28b to esti-
mate its secondary eclipse depth in the MIRI bands (5-22
µm). We also evaluate the suitability of this planet for
radial velocity follow-up, and conclude that it should be
detectible with red-optical or near-infrared instruments
on larger telescopes. In addition, we compare our results
with the simulated TESS catalog and find K2−28b to
be typical of the mid-to-late M systems that should be
detectable in the TESS sample. Finally, we find strength-
ened evidence for a previously reported correlation that
mid-M dwarfs hosting planets with radius Rp > R⊕ tend
to be more mental-rich, based on a tripled sample size
and our new results.
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